How can we fix poor social interactions online?

Rob: Today at 6:28 PM
Is anyone else finding the RemotelyGreen chat thing easier than chatting in person when arriving at a conference? You get matched automatically and don't have to find someone else looking lonely and go up to them and start a conversation! 😊

1 reply

Arielle B: 6 minutes ago
YES! Much easier 😊
Problem

Poor social interactions online
main downside of online events for 88% of us

Negative impact on all of us
We all need a human connection
We now live in a remote-first world

1 based on survey of 333 people, 2 based on 3 event industry reports
Solution

Fantastic social interactions online
to thrive in a remote-first world

Discover new people & opportunities effortlessly
Lively, inspiring discussions about what matters for you
Spontaneous experience that is accessible and fun
124 new connections between 47 people with average rating of 4.4/5 below 1h - typical event

88% “I got to know people better because of the platform” 92% would recommend to others

“...easier than chatting in person on a conference. You don’t have to find someone looking lonely”
We share core values

Tech for good
Non-profit arm, sustainability, carbon-footprint, data privacy

Experimental mindset
Open to your feedback

Open source, self hosting
Serve academic sector.
Team

Ben Krikler, PhD
Co-founder, CEO

Maciej Gladki, MSc
Co-founder, CTO

2 Full stack developers
2 entrepreneurs & event planners
1 marketing advisor
1 growth strategy advisor

+6
Want to see more?

Join virtual coffee today at 15:00

Cross Section Coffee - every Friday for 20 minutes

https://app.remotely.green/event/cross-section-coffee
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